EUROTALENTS DEVELOPMENT CAMP V

December 4th – 11th 2016

OPATIJA (CROATIA)

PROSPECTUS
PARTICIPATION CRITERIA:
ETTU invites selected players from Eurotalents Selection 2014/2015:


SCHEDULE:
4 December: arrival day and meeting with coaches.
5-10 December: training camp (with tournament)
11 December: departure day

COACHES FOR THE CAMP:

Marko Habijanec (Croatia)  Head Coach (Organizer)
Mladen Škrapac (Croatia)  Assistant Coach (Organizer)
Neven Cegnar (ETTU)  Development Manager

ORGANIZER: Croatian Table Tennis Association in cooperation with ETTU Eurotalents Programme, supported by ITTF and Tibhar.
FINANCIAL CONDITIONS AND DEADLINE FOR ENTRIES:

Associations should send their entries **NOT later than 21 November 2016** to the Croatian Table Tennis Association (Mr. Renato Čengić) - hsts@zg.t-com.hr and to Zita Pidl (ETTU Project Co-ordinator) – zpidl.ettu@gmail.com

Accommodation in Grand Hotel 4 opatijska cvijeta (**)**

- EUR 60 per day per person in double room occupancy

*SINGLE OCCUPANCY IS EXTRA EUR 12 PER PERSON PER DAY TO BE PAID BY EACH RESPECTIVE ASSOCIATION

**ETTU will cover all full accommodation cost for all invited players and 1 coach / Na’s.**

This includes accommodation and food (3 meals per day), local transport and free transport to and from Zagreb airport or Trieste airport, train or bus stations on arrival 4 December and departure 11 December.

All other costs will be paid directly to the organizers either in cash upon arrival or by bank transfer in advance to the below mentioned bank account:

HRVATSKI STOLNOTENISKI SAVEZ
CROATIAN TABLE TENIS ASSOCIATION
Erste & Steiermärkische Bank d.d.
Jadranki trg 3a, Rijeka
IBAN NUMBER HR5124020061100681681
SWIFT-BIC number ESBCHR22

**Cancellation** of participants is possible till: **28 November 2016**.

**For cancellation after 28 November 2016, CANCELLATION FEE of 120€ will be charged.**
ACCOMMODATION AND VENUE:

Opatija, this elegant tourist destination, lies at the centre of the Riviera with the longest tradition of tourism in Croatia. The very attractive geographic position, enabling its warm seas to be quickly reached from many cities in Central Europe (only about 500 km from Milan, Vienna and Münich), lush green scenery and a pleasant climate (45° 20’ north latitude) were some of the main reasons for its beginning and the quick development of its tourism at the end of the 19th century.

Built mainly at the turn of the 20th century, Opatija has remained in complete harmony with Nature right up until the present day. Well-maintained public gardens, the illuminated 12-km-long coastal promenade known as the "Lungomare", well-kept beaches and fountains provide a stunning backdrop for the villas and hotels that cater comfortably for up to 6,000 guests.
Grand Hotel 4 opatijska cvijeta


Grand Hotel 4 opatijska cvijeta, that in its 4 villas (Camellia, Magnolia, Melia and Wisteria) offer you the intimacy and comfort of a small and all the benefits of a large hotel.
The hotel provides a total of 262 rooms with spacious balconies and a magnificent view of the hillsides of Učka on one side and Kvarner Bay and its islands on the other.
Accommodation capacities are divided into the following categories: standard, comfort, standard suite and superior suite.
Within the 'Tamaris' Congress center, Grand Hotel 4 opatijska cvijeta provides its business guests with 7 multipurpose air-conditioned congress halls and lounges. The congress halls and their pleasant atmosphere, the most modern technical equipment, a total capacity of 1000 seats, and a configuration that can be adjusted to the needs of any event taking place, provide a perfect place where of all sorts of events like seminars, workshops, big congresses, cocktail parties and gala dinners can be organized.
The Marino Cvetković Sports Hall
(http://sportskadvorana-opatija.hr/naslovna/)

The Marino Cvetković Sports Hall covers an area of 11,000 square metres. The large sports court has 1,217 seats including movable stands, which are located on one side of the central sports court. There is also a small hall which will be used for warming-up or recreational activities and sports such as badminton, karate and table tennis. In the basement there is a car parking area with 137 parking spaces and 5 parking spaces for the disabled. Next to the hall there are also five bus parking spaces. The hall can host various sporting events (such as handball, basketball, volleyball, indoor football, tennis, table tennis, gymnastics, badminton, boxing, wrestling, other combat sports and similar sports), but also cultural and business events, exhibitions and fairs, entertainment programmes, concerts, conventions and congresses.

TRANSPORT:
ARRIVALS – DEPARTURES

You can be transported to the hotel from the following airport free of charge on 4 December upon arrival and from the hotel on 11 December upon departure: **Zagreb Airport or Trieste Airport.** Additionally we can transport you to the hotel free of charge on 4 December upon arrival and from the hotel on 11 December upon departure from **Zagreb railway/bus station.**

**Transport from and to hotel all other days will be paid additionally in agreement with the Croatian National Association.**

For those coming with their own vehicle, parking will be paid additionally at the hotel.

VISAS:

If your delegation needs a visa for Croatia, please get in touch with the **Croatian Table Tennis Association (Mr. Čengić)** - [hsts@zg.t-com.hr](mailto:hsts@zg.t-com.hr)

Telephone: +385 1 30 12 327, Fax +385 1 30 12 328.

MEETING FOR COACHES:

A meeting with the coaches and the Head Coach will be held on **4 December at 8 pm.**

EXTRA ACTIVITIES:

Other cultural activities can be organised on the free afternoon, on request and at an extra cost.

Free Internet and wi-fi are available in the hotel.

YOU ARE EUROTALENTS – SEE YOU IN OPATIJA!!!